Assignment 2: USC Navigation Application

1) Objective

- Design and development of an interactive application for navigation across USC campus that will use GPS sensor and Google Maps. The objective is to provide directions to a particular building across USC-UPC campus from current location.

2) Tasks

- Use the given files adjmatrix, buildingdata, buildingadddata to generate and use adjacency matrix of 122 buildings across USC-UPC campus.

- Find path from current location to destination location given by user. Source location can be determined using GPS sensor and path to destination location can be calculated using the adjacency matrix. Destination location is a three letter code for buildings on the campus.

- Add new buildings to the database. Remember that adding a new building might disturb your adjacency matrix but you should only worry about the paths to and from the new building.

- Provide interactive directions using GPS only to travel from source location to destination location. While displaying textual directions, there is no update required but while displaying visual directions, make sure to update current location and display the path covered. We do not expect the path to be similar to Google maps but a direct line between hops (e.g. in a path A->B->C->D, lines from A to B, from B to C and from C to D) should suffice. Color of the path covered should change. You may assume a constant distance from GPS coordinates of a building to specify building's vicinity (irrespective of the building's shape or its distance from other buildings).

- Overlay the map images provided by the USC Web Services and Public Relations department on to Google Maps at different zoom levels. Along with directions, render your current position on the map with pins for information of nearby buildings.

3) Tips

- Create a folder named 'raw' in 'res' directory of your Android project directory.

- Place files adjmatrix, buildingdata, buildingadddata into that directory (e.g. projectDir/res/raw/).

- These can be referred directly in Java code as R.raw.adjmatrix and can be read by creating an InputStream.
  e.g. (InputStream) context.getResources().openRawResource(R.raw.adjmatrix).

- Similarly place map image files in 'drawable' folder. Image files can be opened as Bitmap objects in Java from 'drawable' folder in your Android project directory. e.g. R.drawable.image1.

- Use DDMS to push GPS coordinates to your emulator.
4) **File Details**

- adjmatrix - Adjacency matrix for 122 buildings across USC-UPC campus
- buildingdata - Building data for 122 buildings (This list is to be used as row and column information for adjacency matrix)
- buildingadddata - Additional data available for buildings
- images3d.zip – USC overlay images at different zoom levels

5) **Submission Instructions**

- Assignment is due on Feb 7, 11:59pm.
- Code will be evaluated on Android SDK version 1.6 (Level 4).
- This is a individual Assignment. You may discuss the assignment but code should be your own.
- Email a .zip folder of your project directory from Eclipse workspace and a README file explaining any special instructions, to ankit@usc.edu.

7) **Grading Guidelines**

- Code Compiles and Runs properly without any errors - 2 Marks
- Google Maps work properly - 1 Marks
- Overlay Images are properly displayed at at all zoom levels - 1 Marks
- Calculates Correct Directions (before and after a new building has been added) - 2 Marks
- Text Based Directions - 1 Marks
- Visual Directions on Google Maps (Including current location indication) - 2 Marks
- Design Look and Feel (UI should not freeze while waiting for GPS coordinates. Using threads or services or simply displaying a progress bar is fine) - 1 Marks

8) **Resources**

- [Using Location and Maps in Android](#)
- [Map Activity using GPS tutorial](#)
- [Using Dalvik Debug Monitor](#)
- [Overlay Images on Google Maps](#)
- Android Discussion Groups: [http://code.google.com/android/groups.html](http://code.google.com/android/groups.html)
- CS 546 Spring 2011 Mailing List: cs546usc-s11@googlegroups.com